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MUSIC STYLE
Electronica - downtempo, influences: Bonobo/Portishead

THE PROJET
Was born when D.Bunty (Singer/Writer/Composer) and anzyM (Guitarist/Composer)
former members of the Rock/Funk band Gaman (www.myspace.com/gamanspace)
decided to work together again. They both are electronic music fans and have always
mixed different music styles in their projects.

THE ARTISTS
D.Bunty is a dynamic and a touche-àtout artist, over the past ten years he
has been working on different music
projects of various styles such as rock,
metal, funk, soul, blues... among them
two albums came out: L&A, an electronic and acoustic auto-production in
which featured David LeDeunff (Hocus
Pocus), Tabula Rasa a progressive-rock
auto-production composed by Eric
Lorcey for the band The Daedalus Spirit Orchestra (www.myspace.com/dsorchestra) in which he is the singer and
writer. The band also covered a song
for the compilation Keep off the grass
of the UK label FruitsdemerRecords
(www.fruitsdemerrecords.com).







Involved into music by rock, funk and
metal, anzyM learned his first riffs on
an electric guitar. After playing in a few
bands and being attracted as much
by composition as playing with sound
effects, he started using samplers and
other electronic devices to write tracks.
As he wanted to find the sensation of
playing an instrument again but with
electronic devices, he’s now playing
with sounds on a monome.

THE "E/C" EP
Is a creation that mingles greatly music instruments (drums, percussions, counter
bass, guitars and keys...) with electronic devices (monome, rhythm box, sound FX)
in a relaxing and catchy ambiance. The human dimension brought by the instruments is enforced by the smart choice of the female voices with sensitiveness and
delicateness (Nina Desprès, Miriam Hübl, Francesca Galea...).

THE PRODUCTION
› The EP is produced by D.Bunty
› Composed by D.Bunty & anzyM
› Written by D.Bunty
› Format: CD + digital distribution iTunes, Spotify, Amazon, Deezer...
› 6 tracks
› Lyrics: english
› Expected release: 09/16/2013

THE LIVE SHOW
It can be performed in two ways:
› DJ Set - D.Bunty & anzyM (Set: 1h)
› With the band - all or a part of the featured instruments and singers (set: 1h20)

